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The installation curated by Michele Iodice, will guide you along a spot lit and enchanting journey, which
illustrates the ground-breaking project by archaeologist Amedeo Maiuri to mark the 90th anniversary of
excavation work starting on ancient Herculaneum.

Our "journey" begins in the Messenius Eunomus workshop (cardo III) , where the ideal oﬃce conceived by

Two incredible examples of the "museum city", in which you can experience the everyday life of Roman

Amedeo Maiuri has been recreated. The locations chosen within the excavations highlight the

Herculaneum as envisioned by Maiuri, the leitmotiv of the entire Maiuri Pop-Up path.

archaeologist's constant painstaking research and the detailed care taken in reconstruction, to provide
visitors with a more complete vision of our past. A signiﬁcant development from the earlier method of

In the Gemmarius workshop (cardo V), the so-called

Bourbon excavation previously used.

"Weaver's room" where Maiuri exhibited the reconstruction
of a loom, alongside various pieces of furniture.

From the oﬃce, our journey passes through the Portal
(Decumano Inferiore). Found in correspondence of the
commemorative plaque detailing the new excavations in

In addition to the lava millstones still on site, the entrance

1917, it symbolically divides the archaeological site in two

archway to the Sextus Patulcius Felix Bakery (cardo V)

parts: the Bourbon site and the Herculaneum (at the time still

features two display cases arranged by Mauri to showcase the

to be excavated, Herculaneum eﬀodiendum est) ﬁrst brought

ancient charred grain, while a set of bronze trays are on

to light by Amedeo Maiuri.

display in the serving room.

The Michele Iodice path, in collaboration with the Parco's
scientiﬁc team, begins with a display of images from the
historical archive; photographic evidence of the excavation
eﬀorts led by Maiuri with teams of local workers, mostly
from Resina. Some of their faces have been recreated and
put on display across the three exhibition areas.
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